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Accelerator overview:
 − Review Accelerator details and schedule next steps for the engagement
 − Agree upon quantifiable success criteria

30 min Webex Sponsor, 
stakeholders Day 1

Session 1:
 − Discuss business objectives for Cisco DNA Center feature adoption
 − Walk through a current day in the life of your DNA Center solution 
 − Review current DNA Center feature adoption and network management 
practices to identify gaps, challenges, and overlaps

3 hours Webex
Stakeholders, 
Cisco DNA Center 
administrator

Day 5

Session 2:
 − Review assessment with features roadmapped by priority, ease of 
implementation, prerequisites, and any mitigating actions

1 hour Webex
Stakeholders, 
Cisco DNA Center 
administrator

Day 8

Follow-up session:
 − Deliver final roadmap and confirm achievement of success criteria
 − Complete engagement survey
 − Recommend follow-on Accelerators, Ask the Expert sessions, and services

30 min Webex

Sponsor, 
stakeholders, 
DNA Center 
administrator

Day 10

Cisco DNA Center Adoption Planning
Quick information

Time required 
5 hours

Goal
Accelerate adoption 
of Cisco DNA 
Center’s network 
management features
Intended user 
Sponsors, stakeholders, 
Cisco DNA Center 
administrator

Prerequisites
Deployed Cisco DNA 
Center solution

Exclusions
API and Third-party 
integrations
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For more information contact your Cisco sales representative or partner.

Milestones Duration Customer 
participants

Delivery 
method

Completion 
date

Intent-Based Networking: Accelerator

Learn how to unlock the full potential of Cisco DNA Center in your 
environment
Many organizations have purchased Cisco® DNA Center but have not realized the full benefits 
provided by its core capabilities. This Accelerator assesses your current Cisco DNA Center 
usage and coaches you on how to more effectively use its features for greater adoption. 
Topics include building a customized Cisco DNA Center feature roadmap that identifies the 
features of greatest impact to your network management strategy, the level of implementation 
complexity required, prerequisites, and common risks and remediation steps.

What it can do for you
Via Cisco Webex®, you get the opportunity of live interaction with a Cisco expert to help you:
• Gain insight into network management strategy with Cisco DNA Center
• Assess the current usage of the solution’s core capabilities in your organization
• Develop a high-level success plan to drive more usage and help assess the value of 

leveraging additional Cisco DNA Center features in your environment

How it works
You engage with an experienced Cisco DNA Center engineer to asses current feature usage 
and determine what additional features can accelerate adoption throughout your organization.

Required executive sponsorship
Champion administrator who can discuss your Cisco DNA Center usage, along with IT 
stakeholders committed to improving adoption

Engagement example


